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Abstract. Performance by municipal tree maintenance crews represents a concern for the urban forest manager seeking to optimize service to the public. Computers can assist if job performance standards are incorporated into tree inventory software. Collection of accurate field data is critical if valid conclusions are to be drawn. Likewise, work statistics must be presented in a manner easily understood by all concerned. Suggestions regarding the use of published municipal tree maintenance standards are discussed in this report. It highlights areas of data collection, presentation and workload forecasting.

The impact of the personal computer on municipal operations is revolutionary. Prior to the introduction of the personal computer larger cities utilized a select group of highly trained computer professionals who operated mainframe systems to serve the informational needs of City government. Under this type of system data from field divisions took weeks, even months, to enter. This delay practically guaranteed an antiquated database. Today the benefits of computer technology have been placed squarely in the hands of the people who generate the data. This aspect of personal computer use makes resulting systems more convenient and accurate.

Municipal operations utilize a wide array of commercial software. These range from word processing and graphics packages to database programs. Forestry divisions also use this new technology. In the past ten years, acceptance of personal computers and street tree inventories within the urban forestry profession has expanded rapidly. A 1986 nationwide survey revealed that 280 responding cities had completed some form of street tree inventory (2).

Computerized street tree inventories offer their users a variety of options for collecting, manipulating, and reporting data. Reports are often lists and summaries which can form the basis of management decisions regarding species selection, age/class diversification and over-all tree maintenance. The ability to answer such key management questions in a timely fashion has assisted in establishing the general acceptance that street tree inventories enjoy nationwide. However, the questions answered by inventories largely are those concerning the tree population and provide the manager with limited information regarding the man-hour performance of the maintenance operation.

Performance and productivity are two topics receiving increased attention in these times of municipal fiscal restraint. Although considerably more complex than most issues addressed by inventory software, profiling man-hour job performance is a task consistent with the computer’s ability to track, assemble and report repetitions data (5). Man-hour performance standards form the basis of this productivity evaluation system (1) and are characterized as the units of time required to complete various tree maintenance tasks, such as removals, trimming, and stump removal.

A system that profiles man-hour standards provides guidance to workers, letting them know what is expected and how well it is to be done (1). Such a system can assist supervisors as well, allowing them to rate their own effectiveness by measuring the productivity of their workers (1). In addition, standards can be incorporated into inventory software allowing the user to forecast the time needed to fulfill the city-wide tree maintenance needs (5).

Performance values can be obtained by two methods. The ideal situation involves in-house...
development by accumulating work records over an extended period of time. Once a database is established, it can be sorted by work type and diameter from which average man-hour values can be calculated. If a diverse collection of age classes exists in the city's tree population, then accurate performance values can be obtained within a two to three year period (4,5). This procedure is most desirable since it allows the agency to develop standards for its own operation, thereby taking into account local variations in union contracts and job descriptions.

Another means of obtaining performance values involves importing them from municipalities who have previously collected and analyzed their work history database. O'Brien et al. (4) developed man-hour work performance standards for the $1.9 million tree maintenance operation in Toledo, Ohio. The study presented man-hour standards for tree removal, tree trimming and stump removal operations. It also examined how these standards interacted with overhead electrical wires, diameter class, season and species. Man-hour standards such as these could be utilized by a city attempting to profile performance. However, maximum benefits will be achieved only if the implementing agency exercises firm control over field data collection and summary reports.

Data Collection

A dependable data collection system is a prerequisite for a successful man-hour performance evaluation program. It is reasonable to assume that performance evaluation will be met with some resistance from field crews. After all, an evaluation can be negative as well as positive. For this reason some form of incentive may be beneficial to encourage accurate documentation of work cards from the field. One such incentive might involve the reduction in paperwork required of a crew.

During the course of a normal workday, crew leaders are responsible for making numerous decisions regarding work procedure, tree health, and safety. Very often paperwork comes in a distant fourth in order of priority. This is particularly true if work cards are complicated, time consuming or ambiguous. As a result, accuracy tends to suffer.

Figure 1 shows the work card used by the City of Toledo, Division of Parks and Forestry. It contains three major elements; the assignment description, the work code, and the assignment time.

The assignment description is a brief statement of factual information pertaining to the tree in question. Location, species, diameter, maintenance, etc., are all included in this category. In an effort to simplify paperwork, the office generates the assignment description on a four inch LaserJet label. This label provides information about the tree and site. When the crew arrives to do the work the appropriate label is peeled from a list provided by the supervisor and applied to the work card. The information on the label includes a bar coded serial number which assists office personnel with data entry.

Clarification of work done at the job site is critical. Therefore, it is necessary to define all types of work performed by the Division, both tree and non-tree related. This information is provided in a legend at the right edge of each work card. The crewleader references this list and places the appropriate number in the column marked work code. This practice insures consistent documentation and reduces speculation done by data entry clerk.

The crewleader provides two additional pieces of information about the job. Specifically, this involves listing the time each job starts and when it ends. Variables such as travel and downtime are tabulated, but are not included as part of the time needed to complete the job.

At the end of each day, work cards are collected by the supervisor and submitted to the data entry clerk for the next phase of work reporting. The data entry clerk is charged with summarizing clock-hours, man-hours, and transferring resulting information to the computer. Only one individual is responsible for this activity, insuring that a consistent and accurate database is maintained.

Work Reporting

Periodic reporting of tree work results is done to acquaint workers, supervisors and municipal leaders of progress within the Division. Summary reports built into inventory software (Tree Man-
Figure 1. Work card used by the Toledo Division of Parks and Forestry.
Figure 2. Summary report of the monthly work statistics.

The forestry man-hours chart. This chart attempts to quantify the percentage of time forestry crews spend on actual tree work as opposed to other divisional activities. Man-hour totals include work performed on street, park and private trees. Private work is limited to trees that block signs or obstruct the right-of-way.

The other tree service chart addresses the balance of divisional time for the month. The chart is made up mostly of categories that do not involve tree work. The subjects presented in this chart have long been a source of concern for management since they very often reflect unproductive time. Future policy or supervisory changes are likely to be aimed at these topics.

Figure 3 presents a summary of work completed by Toledo's forestry operation for an entire month. This report can be modified so that information on individual crews can be presented using the same format. With this report a supervi-

Figure 3. Monthly work report reproduced by Toledo's forestry operation.
sor can meet with a crew and review performance for the month. Changes in work habits will be reflected in these graphs and charts alerting the supervisor to respond swiftly to positive or negative changes in crew productivity.

Forecasting
A discussion of man-hour performance standards would be incomplete without considering their potential use as a forecasting tool. This use begins to fully utilize the powers of the personal computer (5). Figure 4 is a summary report of tree work on a typical inner-city street. The list contains the numbers of trees, their maintenance designation and the estimated man-hours needed to complete the work. Man-hour estimates, similar to these can be generated for a variety of criteria and serve a valuable support role in efforts to secure additional funding. Estimates can also assist the urban forest manager in determining personnel and equipment needs associated with a pruning cycle or scheduled tree maintenance. Finally, man-hour estimates allow the municipal forestry department to bid confidently on tree work associated with construction projects posted by other city divisions.

Conclusion
This paper has identified systems for using computer based tree man-hour maintenance standards. These standards have allowed Toledo’s urban forestry unit to answer key operational questions pertaining to crew performance, supervision and departmental policy.
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Résumé. La performance dans les équipes municipales d’arboriculture est un sujet de préoccupations pour le gestionnaire des arbres du milieu urbain qui recherche l’optimisation des services envers le public. L’informatique peut être un outil d’assistance si, au logiciel d’inventaire des arbres, il est incorporé des normes de productivité au travail. Une banque de données précise de terrain est essentielle pour tirer des conclusions valables. De même, les statistiques de travail se doivent d’être présentées d’une manière aisément compréhensible. Des suggestions touchant l’utilisation de normes municipales connues d’entretien des arbres sont présentées dans cet article et cela met ainsi en relief les champs de données, la présentation et les prévisions de charges de travail.